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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ESI WELCOMES CHRISTOPHER J. BONANTI, M.ENG.

AURORA, IL – December 15, 2014. ESI is pleased to announce that Christopher J. Bonanti, M.Eng. has
joined the team as a Sr. Managing Consultant in our Biomechanics and Safety practice, where he
brings over two decades of experience leading and managing regulatory, legislative, and
infrastructure projects for all modes of transportation, including rail, motor vehicle, and aviation. Mr.
Bonanti will be based out of our new office in Washington D.C., where he will focus on building and
launching a new specialized sub‐practice in Regulatory and Compliance consulting. In addition, he will
leverage his decades of regulatory and compliance experience, and extensive network of contacts to
drive new client opportunities, and complement the significant expertise already provided by our
safety, automotive, rail, aviation and pipeline practice groups.
Mr. Bonanti joins us from the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) where he
served as Associate Administrator for Rulemaking, and was responsible for developing, writing, and
implementing rules, regulations, and standards for ground transportation vehicles sold within the
U.S. He also served as Head of the U.S. Delegation to United Nations World Forum for the
Harmonization of Vehicle Regulations. Prior to his position at NHTSA, Mr. Bonanti served as the
Director for the Office of Hazardous Materials at the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), and was
responsible for developing and implementing regulations for the aviation industry.
In the past, Mr. Bonanti served as a staff member of the U.S. Senate and House of Representatives,
where he developed legislative policies that directly impacted the aviation, railroad, automotive,
trucking, pipeline, and hazardous materials industries. He also served as Special Assistant to the
Administrator of the Federal Railroad Administration, and investigator‐in‐charge for major
transportation accidents involving hazardous materials at the National Transportation Safety Board.
A seasoned professional, Mr. Bonanti pairs a deep understanding of the regulatory and compliance
environment with significant experience in system safety and engineering, and transportation
accident investigations. He has a successful career of working with key government and legislative
authorities, and building a network of strong alliances and partnerships that will prove invaluable to
clients as they navigate the complexities of regulatory change.
ESI is a full‐service engineering, scientific, and technical consulting firm with 15 locations coast‐to‐
coast. With state‐of‐the‐art facilities and equipment, and an extensive, national network of qualified
professionals in almost every technical discipline, ESI can deploy the right team for virtually any
project. For more information about ESI, visit www.esi‐website.com.
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